
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

Nonvoice announces strategic partnership with innovative Fintech firm Greenfence Consumer 

 

March 16th 2021, Florida, USA – The world’s first 5G app agency, Nonvoice Agency, announces today 

their latest strategic partnership with Greenfence Consumer, the fintech company whose 

revolutionary platform transfers value and purchasing power to mobile phone users. The innovative 

Greenfence Consumer platform is currently digitizing the popular but often complicated coupon 

market using mobile phones.  

 

Coupons are popular the world over both for companies looking to attract new customers and 

customers looking for discounted pricing on their favorite items. Traditionally, coupons would be 

printed and posted to the customer. Customers would then cut out the offer and take it to the store 

to redeem the discount. Greenfence Consumer simplifies this process by their “load to phone 

number” model which transfers the value of the coupon to the users’ mobile phone number which 

can simply be redeemed directly at the point of sale.   

 

In addition to being more convenient and user-friendly, Greenfence Consumer’s platform that is 

backed by Blockchain, provides added security and protection from common coupon fraud. Unlike 

some services powered by Blockchain, Greenfence Consumer’s platform does not use 

cryptocurrency. The coupons received by the mobile phone customer are used for the transaction at 

the point of sale. This also makes the service accessible to the unbanked or underbanked who may 

not have a bank account but can still use the service simply though their mobile phone. 

 

Commenting on the partnership, Jonas Hudson Founder of Greenfence Consumer said: “We have 

used our platform in successful trials with mobile operators in the US and we are now looking to 

expand our service around the world. Nonvoice provides us with direct access to operators thanks to 

their existing relationships and network. This will greatly reduce the time it would take for us to 

build these relationships from scratch and rollout our service. Nonvoice can help us scale globally in 

the shortest time possible”. 

 



“We are delighted to have Greenfence Consumer joining the agency. Services such as the one 

developed by Greenfence Consumer are a game changer for the industry. We look forward to having 

this service to add to their service offering,” explains Founder and CEO of Nonvoice Agency, Simon 

Buckingham. 

 

Nonvoice has agents around the world who build and cultivate relationships with operators in their 

regions. Through this network they offer the “Best in Class” 5G apps such as the solution from 

Greenfence Consumer that are fully verified and able to be immediately uploaded to their platforms. 

-ends- 
 

About Nonvoice Agency 
Nonvoice Agency is a network of agents searching for the best advanced consumer and enterprise 
5G apps from around the world. The agency connects app developers with distributors and investors 
who then help accelerate the adoption and deployment of their application. Nonvoice Agency 
provides an ecosystem of key parties dedicated to the 5G value chain and the future benefits that 
these services will bring to the world.  
 
Founder, Simon Buckingham, is available for expert commentary on 5G applications. 
 
For more information visit: www.nonvoice.com  
 
About Greenfence Consumer 
Greenfence Consumer is a mobile fintech company that launched the GFT Exchange, a marketplace 
for buyers and sellers of coupons, rewards and digital assets utilizing blockchain technology.  
Through “load to phone number”, people worldwide can transfer and receive value through their 
phone number.   The GFT Exchange helps remove the $1B+ coupon and rebate fraud epidemic, 
supports shopper marketing and brand marketing controls with respect to redemption, consumer 
engagement and budgets, and enables the $2B+ “un” and “under” banked shoppers’ access to 
loyalty and rewards programs that are currently unavailable to them.    
 
 
For more information visit: www.GreenfenceConsumer.com      

http://www.nonvoice.com/
http://www.greenfenceconsumer.com/

